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Automatic Contour-Based Road Network Design
for Optimized Wind Farm Micrositing

Huajie Gu, Jun Wang, Senior Member, IEEE, Qin Lin, and Qi Gong

Abstract—Constructing the access roads between wind turbines
requires a significant cost when a wind farm is built in hills or
mountains. An optimized design of road network can substantially
reduce construction costs and increase investment returns. In this
paper, we consider a challenging problem of the road network
design for a wind farm with complex topography. An automatic
contour-based model is developed for road network design, and
is incorporated into the optimization of wind farm micrositing to
maximize investment returns of the wind farm. The directions of
access roads are first deduced from a contour tree, the route pro-
jections are then designed by a gradient-bounded algorithm, and
the most cost-effective road network is finally obtained by the min-
imum spanning tree algorithm. The topographic speedup, wind
resource grid and Park wake model are incorporated to accurately
evaluate the power production of the wind farm. Both the profit of
wind energy sales and the cost of access roads are combined into
a cost function called net present value, which is optimized using
genetic algorithms. Simulation results illustrate that the length of
access roads is decreased significantly while the locations of wind
turbines are optimized. The proposed method simultaneously opti-
mizes the turbine layout and road network of the wind farm,
therefore achieving a more practical and profitable wind farm
micrositing.

Index Terms—Access roads, contour tree, micrositing, road
network, wind farm.

NOMENCLATURE

α Wake decay constant.
δxyi Topographic speedup or speeddown of wind in

the ith direction at the location (x, y).
∆hc Contour interval.
∆v Wake deficit.
κi Shape parameter of Weibull distribution in the

ith wind direction.
λi Scale parameter of Weibull distribution in the

ith wind direction.
ρi Frequency of wind occurrence in the ith

direction.
Ab Area of rotor plane of turbine “b”.
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Aop Overlapping fraction of a wake with a down-
wind turbine rotor plane.

AEP(z) Annual energy production of a turbine layout z.
ci Label of the ith node (contour) in a contour tree.
Ct Turbine thrust coefficient.
Da Rotor diameter of turbine “a”.
Eij Edge between the ith node Vi and the jth node

Vj in a graph.
G(V ,E) Complete graph with nodes V and edges E.
gr Road gradient.
hwt Hub height of a wind turbine.
LRN(z) Total length of a road network for a turbine

layout z.
MST(V ,S) Optimal road network represented by the mini-

mum spanning tree with nodes V and edges S.
Nd Number of wind sectors (directions) on a wind

rose.
Ngen Number of generations in genetic algorithms.
Npop Population size in genetic algorithms.
Nt Number of wind turbines.
P (v) Turbine power output at wind speed v.
R Radius of the auxiliary circle used in route

projection.
T (V ,U) Spanning tree with nodes V and edges U .
v Wind speed.
va, vj Incident wind speed at turbines “a” and “j”,

respectively.
vin Cutin wind speed of a turbine.
vout Cutout wind speed of a turbine.
vi Mean wind speed for a pair of Weibull parame-

ters κi and λi.
vxyi Mean wind speed in the ith wind direction at the

location (x, y).
Vi ith node of a graph.
Wc1,cM Road direction between the contour c1 and the

contour cM .
xab Downwind horizontal distance between turbines

“a” and “b”.
z0 Surface roughness length of a wind farm.
z Layout of turbines.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IND ENERGY is nowadays widely used as a promis-
ing renewable energy. A wind power generation station,

also called a wind farm, usually consists of a large number of
wind turbines. Once a suitable site is allocated for a wind farm,
empirical or systematical methods can be utilized to optimize
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TABLE I
INITIAL INVESTMENT BREAKDOWN OF TYPICAL ONSHORE

WIND FARMS [1]–[5]

the turbine layout in terms of energy production and/or finan-
cial income by considering the effects of local wind resources,
wake effects, terrains, etc.

In the micrositing process, the number and the type of wind
turbines, civil works, and electrical infrastructure all influence
the economy benefits of a wind farm project. Table I shows
the initial investment breakdown of typical onshore wind farms
[1]–[5]. As wind turbines account for a major proportion of
the wind farm initial investment, previous researches mainly
focused on optimizing the number and locations of wind tur-
bines. In [6] and [7], the genetic algorithm was proposed to
iteratively optimize gridded turbine layouts on flat terrains. In
[8] and [9], the greedy algorithm was introduced to search
for the optimal gridded turbine layouts on hilly wind farms.
The modified particle swarm optimization algorithm [10] was
applied to solve the turbine layout optimization problem in a
continuous solution space.

The civil works include the construction of access roads,
turbine foundations, crane hard-standings, cable-trenching, and
substation buildings. Their cost can be substantial. Access roads
are greatly influenced by topographic characteristics, and their
cost is much higher for hilly or mountainous wind farms than
plain ones [1]. A comparative strategy [2] and the minimum
spanning tree [3] were proposed to search for the shortest road
network for wind farms in flat areas. In [11], the Euclidean
Steiner tree was introduced to further reduce the length of
the road network. However, these methods are not directly
applicable to hilly or mountainous wind farms where the road
gradient must be considered to build winding roads capable of
accommodating significant weight.

Wind farms are generally constructed in rural areas with
challenging topography. With the rapid expansion of wind
farms, new farms have to be built in hills or mountains, where
designing suitable access roads for construction, turbine erec-
tion and maintenance is not straight forward. It is necessary
to know roughly which route should be chosen to connect tur-
bines and how much they will cost, while placing turbines at the
peaks for high energy production. The selection of appropriate
access roads is essential for the overall planning of the wind
farm construction. A well-chosen road network can also reduce
the wind farm construction period and lower the environmental
impact [12].

In this paper, the constraints on the maximal gradient
of access roads are guaranteed when developing an auto-
matic contour-based road-network design model. The design of
access roads and the evaluation of their cost are simultaneously
considered in the process of optimizing turbine layouts, which

results in a more technically feasible and economically benefi-
cial micrositing of wind farms. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. Section II proposes an automatic model
for road network design. The problem of wind farm microsit-
ing is formulated in Section III. Section IV gives the simulation
results. Finally, Section V makes some concluding remarks.

II. AUTOMATIC ROAD-NETWORK DESIGN MODEL

The configuration of the road network for accessing the
turbines on a farm from its entrance is similar to a tree
structure. It can be transferred into an undirected graph by
mapping the turbine layout z into the nodes V , and the
roads between them into the edges U . Therefore, a solution
to the road network is an undirected graph T (V , U), where
V = {V1, V2, . . . , VNt}, U = {U12, U13, . . . , Uij , . . .}, i, j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , Nt}, i ̸= j with Nt be the total number of turbines.
The edge Uij of the graph represents the road between the ith
and jth turbines. The most cost-effective road network can be
found by calculating the corresponding minimum spanning tree
with assigned weightings for each edge. For a wind farm on a
flat terrain, straight lines directly connecting any two wind tur-
bines can be considered as edges [2], [3]. However, for a wind
farm built in hills or mountains, roads are usually polylines or
curves, and topographic constraints should be considered in the
design so that a feasible route can be built and reasonable road
cost can be evaluated.

In civil engineering, a feasible route between the starting and
end points is selected by establishing a series of control points
on the terrain. Using these control points as an initial align-
ment, the horizontal and vertical curves are then located, subject
to the road design constraints including geometric specifica-
tions and environmental requirements. Heuristic optimization
algorithms such as the genetic algorithm, the Tabu search, and
the simulated annealing algorithm [13]–[15] have been applied
to optimize horizontal and vertical alignments of roads. These
algorithms depend on a high-resolution digital elevation model
to support the analysis of road design features such as ground
slopes and other landform characteristics. The calculation of an
optimal route between two given locations is time consuming
and could even take several hours.

The micrositing optimization process usually involves hun-
dreds or thousands of iterations to evaluate the wake effects
between turbines and to update the turbine layout. The pro-
cess without road design is already intensive [2], [3], [6]–[10],
[16]. If a complex road network for the whole farm needs to
be designed in each iteration by the aforementioned heuristic
optimization algorithms, the computation burden is prohibitive
and even impossible. In this paper, only the control points of
access roads are selected during the micrositing optimization
process. Such a relatively simple and functional road design
is suitable for low-volume access roads, which are mainly for
wind farm construction and maintenance. It is also adequate
for the design at the strategic and tactical level. Based on the
above assumption, a fast automatic method for road-network
design is developed to estimate the cost of access roads during
the optimization of wind farm micrositing.
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A. Route Projection

Forest engineers usually use large-scale contour maps to
select preliminary routes with dividers to connect two loca-
tions, a process known as route projection [17]. Control points
of a road can be selected during the route projection process.
In this paper, contour lines as a group of nested closed curves
are chosen to store topographic information of wind farms. A
distinct advantage of the contour-line data over a digital ele-
vation model is that the vector representation lends itself to
the object-oriented modeling of terrains, which provides a nat-
ural mechanism for sorting terrains and facilitates the search
through a contour map [18].

Given a technically feasible gradient, a route is projected
from the starting point toward the end across adjacent contour
lines. This process can be efficiently automated with a mathe-
matical model. The basic idea of the route projection process is
to determine the projected route segment between two neigh-
boring contour lines, as the elevation of the terrain rises contin-
uously. Every projected segment of the route must begin from a
point on a contour line and end on another one. The next control
point is located on an adjacent contour line at a distance [17]

R =
∆hc

gr

where R is the distance or the divider width between two
adjacent contour lines, ∆hc is the contour interval on the
topographic map, and gr is the desired road gradient. The
route projection process can be formulated by the following
gradient-bounded algorithm:

Step 1) Draw an auxiliary circle with its center at the current
control point and a radius R.

Step 2) Find the desirable intersection (next control point)
of the auxiliary circle and the next adjacent contour
line. If the next control point is found, a new segment
of the route is created.

Step 3) Take the intersection as the current control point, and
go back to Step 1 to find the next control point. The
process stops until the next control point reaches the
end point of the road.

Note that, there might be none, one or two intersections in
Step 2. In the case of two intersections, only one intersection
should be chosen according to the principle of the shortest road
length. If none intersections are found, the gradient between
these two adjacent contour lines is no greater than gr. The next
control point is just the intersection made by the next adjacent
contour line and a straight line connecting the current control
point and the end point. The gradient of each route segment is,
therefore, no greater than the given gradient gr.

In each projection iteration, one can easily find the next adja-
cent contour line by directing the route toward the end point.
Fig. 1 illustrates an example of route projection process assisted
by auxiliary circles. An automatic process of selecting road
directions is formulated in the following section.

B. Road Direction

Roads in hills or mountains are usually built windingly to
guarantee feasible gradients. A road direction is based on the

Fig. 1. Example of route projection process.

spatial relations of contour lines, typically from the lines with
lower elevations toward the enclosed higher ones. A contour
tree is employed to deduce the direction of the route projection
between the starting and end points. The contour tree transfers
a contour map into an undirected graph by mapping contour
lines and their intercontour regions into nodes, and enclosure
relationship between contour lines into edges. Each edge con-
necting two nodes means that the child node is enclosed by its
parent node, i.e., the contour line with a lower elevation (the
parent node) encloses the higher ones (the children nodes). The
contour tree is a labeled tree in which each node is given a
unique label representing the corresponding contour line on the
contour map. The point-in-polygon method, the region grow-
ing method, or the Voronoi interior adjacency method [18] can
be utilized to generate a contour tree from a contour map. The
point-in-polygon method is used in this paper.

The contour map of a hilly wind farm and the corresponding
contour tree is shown in Fig. 2. The elevation of each level in
the contour tree is sorted in ascending order. All of the contour
lines are sorted according to this order and stored as the nodes
of the tree. The level of the tree represents the elevation range
of the contour map. The root node has the minimal elevation
while the leaf nodes represent local peaks.

The road direction from the starting point to the end one can
be represented by the path vector Wc1,cM consisted of adjacent
contour lines crossed by the road

Wc1,cM = [c1, c2, . . . , ci, . . . , cM ]

where ci is the label of the ith node representing the corre-
sponding contour line, and M is the total number of the crossed
contour lines. Note that c1 represents the closest contour line
encloses the starting point and can be found by the point-in-
polygon method [19], while cM is the closest one encloses the
end point. If we assume that the weighting of each edge of
the contour tree is equal, Wc1,cM can be identified by search-
ing for the shortest path between c1 and cM . For the example
shown in Fig. 2(b), if c1 = 4 and cM = 16, we have W4,16 =
[4, 2, 3, 8, 14, 16].

Given a road direction, the route projection can be fully auto-
mated by the gradient-bounded algorithm given in Section II-A.
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Fig. 2. Contour map and its corresponding contour tree of a wind farm. (a) The
contour map. (b) The contour tree.

The whole route from the starting point to the end can be
designed by merging adjacent segments together into one long
road with a gradient no greater than gr. In order to reduce the
computation burden of the proposed model, the final design for
smoothing sharp corners between adjacent segments is ignored
in this paper.

C. Road Network

The edge Eij of a pair of distinct nodes Vi and Vj in V
can be achieved using the automatic route projection method
proposed in Sections II-A and II-B. The complete graph
G(V ,E) of the turbine layout z is then generated, where
V = {E12, E13, . . . , Eij , . . .}. The road network T (V ,U) is
a spanning tree of G(V ,E), where U ⊂ E. It is a subgraph
that connects all nodes and contains no cycles. The minimum
spanning tree, MST(V ,S) of G(V ,E) where S ⊂ E, of an
undirected graph is the spanning tree with minimum total edge
cost of all the spanning trees.

In this paper, the length of three-dimensional polyline gen-
erated by the route projection is assigned to the weighting of
the corresponding edge, and the weighting of a spanning tree
is the sum of all the weightings. The Prim algorithm [20] is
used to calculate the minimum spanning tree. It grows the min-
imum spanning tree one edge at a time by adding a minimal
weighting edge that connects a node in the growing minimum
spanning tree with any other nodes. The total length LRN(z) of
the minimum spanning tree and the cost per unit length are used
to calculate the cost of access roads for wind farm micrositing
optimization.

III. WIND FARM MICROSITING MODELS

A. Topographic Speedup

The distribution of wind directions is usually described by a
wind rose. On the rose, the compass is equally divided into sev-
eral sectors. The length of each sector represents the frequency
of wind occurrence in the associated direction. The statistical
behavior of wind speed in each direction is represented by the
following Weibull probability density function [10]

fi(v) =
κi

λi

!
v

λi

"κi−1

e
−
!

v
λi

"κi

(1)

where κi and λi are the shape and scale parameters in the ith
wind direction, respectively. The mean wind speed for a given
pair of Weibull κi and λi can be calculated by the following
gamma function [21]:

vi = λiΓ

!
1 +

1

κi

"
. (2)

Wind will accelerate near the summit of hills and decelerate
near the foot of hills or in valleys. The topographic speedup
or speeddown of wind in the ith direction for a given location
(x, y) is defined as [21]

δxyi =
vxyi
vx0y0i

(3)

where vxyi and vx0y0i are the mean wind speeds at the same
height above ground level at the given location (x, y) and
the reference location (x0, y0), respectively. The speedup is
achieved using a wind resource grid calculated with WAsP [21],
[22]. The wind resource grid is a table containing the wind
rose and the sectorwise Weibull distribution parameters for each
regularly spaced point on a wind farm [22].

B. Wake Model

A turbine extracts energy from wind and leaves behind a
wake characterized by reduced wind speed. The other turbines
operating in this wake will therefore produce less energy. The
Park wake model supporting different types of turbines was
proposed in [23] and [24] and has been utilized in commer-
cial software such as WAsP [22] and OpenWind [21]. The
effects of different hub heights and rotor diameters are taken
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Fig. 3. Park wake model [22].

into account through the overlap Aop of a wake and a down-
wind rotor plane [22]. As indicated in Fig. 3, the wake deficit
∆v at the downwind wind turbine b is [22], [24]

∆v = va
#
1−

$
1− Ct

%!
Da

Da + 2αxab

"2 Aop

Ab
(4)

where va is the incident wind speed at the upwind turbine a with
a rotor diameter Da, Ct is the turbine thrust coefficient, xab is
the downwind horizontal distance between the wind turbines,
and α is the wake decay constant. The wake decay constant
α sets the linear rate of expansion of the wake with distance
downwind and is determined by [25]

α =
0.5

ln(hwt/z0)
(5)

where z0 is the surface roughness length of the wind farm and
hwt is the hub height of the wind turbine.

The incident wind speed at a downwind turbine is therefore
the free stream wind speed minus the wake deficit. When there
are several upstream wind turbines with overlapping wakes,
the incident speed is assumed to equal the free stream speed
minus the largest single wake deficit [21]. In addition, further
downstream turbines may be affected by already wake-affected
turbines. The wake generated by a wake-affected turbine is
the same as if the turbine were in the free stream except that
its thrust coefficient, Ct, is calculated using the incident wind
speed for that turbine [21]. This assumption ensures that the
wake wind speed at a distance far downstream will recover
to the free stream speed rather than the incident one on the
rotor [21].

C. Net Present Value

The expected annual energy production AEP(z) of Nt

number of turbines can be calculated by [16]

AEP(z) = 8760
Nd&

i=1

ρi

Nt&

j=1

'( vout

vin

fi(v)P (vj)dv

)
(6)

where 8760 is the total hours per year, Nd is the number of wind
sectors on the wind rose, ρi is the probability of the ith wind

Fig. 4. Thrust coefficient curve and power curve of UP1500-86 [27], [28].

direction, vin and vout are respectively the cutin and cutout
speeds defined in the turbine power curve, and P (vj) is the
power produced by the jth turbine according to its power curve
at the incident speed vj . The incident speed vj accounts for the
topographic speedup and the wake deficit, and is derived from
the free stream wind speed v at the hub height.

In this paper, the cost of access roads is assumed to be pro-
portional to their length. Given Nt the number of turbines,
their rated power Prate, and the total length LRN(z) of the
road network, the following net present value function NPV(z)
is defined to measure the profitability of a wind farm project
throughout its life span T [2]

NPV(z) = −Nt · Prate · CWT − LRN(z) · CRN

+
T&

k=1

AEP(z) · kRF · pkWh · (1 +∆pkWh)k+1

(1 + r)k

−
T&

k=1

AEP(z) · kRF · pOM · (1 +∆pOM)k+1

(1 + r)k

(7)

where CWT is the turbine cost per kilowatt, CRN is the road
network cost per meter, kRF is the reliability factor takes into
account the turbine downtime associated with both scheduled
and unscheduled maintenance [26], pkWh is the energy sale
price per kilowatt-hour, ∆pkWh is the annual increase in the
energy sale price, pOM is the operation and maintenance cost
per kilowatt-hour [26], ∆pOM is the annual increase in opera-
tion and maintenance cost, and r is the interest rate. Due to the
complexity of the power transformation system and its cable
network, the electrical system is not considered in this paper.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSES

The wind turbine UP1500-86 [27] from Guodian United
Power, China is used in simulations. The rotor diameter of the
wind turbine is 86 m, and the hub height is 80 m. The corre-
sponding thrust coefficient curve and power curve of the wind
turbine are shown in Fig. 4. The topography of the wind farm is
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Fig. 5. Wind rose [28].

TABLE II
WIND DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS [28]

shown in Fig. 2(a) and its surface roughness length z0 is 0.7 m
[25]. Wind direction and speed distributions at 80 m above
ground level at the mast location (represented by a blue triangu-
lar in Fig. 7) are shown in Fig. 5 and Table II. The wind resource
grid is calculated by WAsP according to the farm topology,
the wind speed and direction distributions of the measurement
mast.

The road gradient gr is limited to be no lager than 5% [29]
to accommodate heavy vehicles for wind turbine installation.
The variables and parameters of the cost function are shown in
Table III. The micrositing objective is to find the optimal turbine
layout z so as to maximize the net present value NPV(z)

maxNPV(z).

A. Optimization Algorithm

The genetic algorithm proposed in [6] and [7] is used as the
layout optimizer. The wind farm is equally divided into several
cells, in the center of which turbines could be placed. Since
the Park wake model is only valid when distances between
neighboring turbines are longer than approximately four rotor
diameters [23], [24], the width of each cell in this paper is

TABLE III
VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS OF THE COST FUNCTION [3], [26]

set to 350 m (slightly longer than four times rotor diameters).
The computational domain 2450× 2450m2 is partitioned into
7× 7 cells. A turbine layout solution is encoded by a binary
string of length 49, and each bit in the string represents whether
the cell is chosen as a potential turbine location. The string or
an individual solution indicates the number and locations of
turbines.

The genetic algorithm repeatedly modifies a population of
individual solutions. At each iteration, three main types of rules
are used to create the next generation from the current pop-
ulation [30]: 1) selection rules select the individuals, called
parents, that contribute to the population at the next generation;
2) crossover rules combine two parents to form children for
the next generation; 3) mutation rules apply random changes
to individual parents to form children, in order to avoid the
trap of local minima and maintain diversity in the population.
Over successive generations, the population “evolves” toward
an optimized solution.

The genetic algorithm in MATLAB global optimization tool-
box is used for simulations. The number of variables is 49,
the population type “Bit string,” the population size Npop =
50, the number of generations Ngen = 100, the selection rule
“Roulette,” the crossover rule “Scattered” with the crossover
probability 0.8, and the type of mutation “Uniform” with the
mutation probability 0.08. The other parameters are set as
default. Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of the optimization
procedures of wind farm micrositing.

B. Case Study

Two comparative cases are studied to investigate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed road network design model and the
significance of road network optimization for farms in hills or
mountains. Due to the randomness of genetic algorithms, ten
independent runs are performed for each case. Table IV summa-
rizes the results, including the best, average, and worst values
of the best solutions achieved in each independent run.

In Case 1, the micrositing problem is solved in a two-stage
manner, i.e., we first search for an optimized turbine layout
without considering access roads and then design the road
network for the given layout. The best configuration of the wind
farm is shown in Fig. 7, where the blue triangle represents the
entrance of the wind farm, red points mean the locations of
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TABLE IV
STATISTICS ON SIMULATION RESULTS (10 INDEPENDENT SIMULATIONS FOR EACH CASE)

*Running MATLAB parallel computing in IBM Blade Center HS22 with 12 Intel Xeon X5650 CPUs (12 M Cache, 2.66 GHz,
6.40 GT/s Intel QPI) and 24 GB RAM.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of wind farm micrositing optimization.

wind turbines, and black polylines are the designed road net-
work. In Case 2, the turbine layout and its corresponding road
network are optimized simultaneously, i.e., in each optimization
iteration, the road network design model is performed for every
individual turbine layout generated by the genetic algorithm.
The best configuration of the wind farm is shown in Fig. 8. The
simulation results of both cases are summarized in Table IV.

Note that, the simulations for both cases are time consuming.
The simulations were carried out in an IBM Blade Center HS22
with 12 Intel Xeon X5650 CPUs at a frequency 2.66 GHz.
Parallel computing was employed to speed up the simulation
progress. In each run of the 10 independent simulations, 12
CPUs were utilized simultaneously and each CPU was respon-
sible for each wind direction. Even with the parallel computing

Fig. 7. Best wind farm configuration of Case 1.

technique, the running time for each simulation is still around
7–10 h.

For both turbine layouts, reasonable road networks with
feasible winding roads are obtained, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed road network design model.
Comparing Figs. 7 and 8, it is clear that the configuration of
the road network depends on the turbine layout and the farm
topology considerably. Therefore, to create a cost-effective road
network, it is necessary to consider these two parts simulta-
neously during the microsting optimization process. Indeed,
since the road network is simultaneously considered in Case 2,
while the cost of the road network is ignored in Case 1, Case 2
consistently has a higher net present value than Case 1 in all
independent runs. In the simulations, the net present value is
determined by the annual energy production and the length of
the road network. According to Table IV, one should choose
a more cost-effective road network in order to further increase
the net present value, when the annual energy production can-
not be significantly improved (reaching the limit). Furthermore,
the road-network length of Case 2 is decreased by over 9% in
comparison to Case 1 for all independent runs, which will result
in a short wind farm construction period and less impact to the
local environment. Note that, Npop ×Ngen = 5000 road net-
works need to be designed during the micrositing optimization
process and the required computation time increases by around
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Fig. 8. Best wind farm configuration of Case 2.

36% on average. In summary, considering road network during
the micrositing optimization can achieve a more practical and
profitable wind farm planning.

The automatic model of road network design quickly evalu-
ates a large number of alternative road networks corresponding
to different turbine layouts yielded by evolutional algorithms
during the searching process. Although it is not designed to
optimize the final route locations at an operational level, it
forms the foundation for a final design of access roads.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a fast road-network design approach is devel-
oped to help micrositing engineers simultaneously optimize the
turbine layout and its corresponding road network for hilly or
mountainous wind farms. The route projection on contour maps
is mathematically formulated with a gradient-bounded algo-
rithm to design the preliminary road between any two wind
turbines. The contour tree is applied to deduce the road direc-
tion for automating the route projection process. The minimum
spanning tree is introduced to find the most cost-effective road
network. Since the road network depends on the turbine lay-
out and the farm topology, it is vital to simultaneously optimize
turbine layout and the associated road network in order to fur-
ther increase net present value of the wind farm, reduce farm
construction period and environmental damages. As illustrated
in two comparative cases, the proposed method results in a
more practical and profitable turbine layout demonstrating the
importance of road network optimization.

The main advantage of the proposed accessing road design
model is that it is fast enough to be incorporated into the
micrositing optimization progress that needs hundreds or thou-
sands of iterations and is itself time consuming. The optimized
assessing roads and the layout of wind turbines are primarily
used at the initial stage of road planning and turbine microsit-
ing. The turbine layout can be further improved by some
techniques such as allowing each turbine to adjust its position
within the given cell. Once the turbine positions are determined,

commercial software in civil engineering can be employed to
finalize the smooth road network.

Besides road construction, the proposed method can
potentially be applied to investigate the influence of electri-
cal cable network on wind farm micrositing, since electrical
cables are laid out underground to connect the wind farm power
transformation system. Moreover, Euclidean Steiner tree may
be introduced in the future to further decrease the length of
the road network. As the implementation of Euclidean Steiner
tree is based on digital elevation model rather than contours, it
usually takes much more time to search for a relatively shorter
road. It will be of great importance to improve the efficiency of
the Euclidean Steiner tree for its application to wind farm road
design.
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